
LIFE OF A NOBODY - AS A VILLAIN 
Chapter 11 Announcement & Questions Unanswered (Not A ) 

 

magic 

So as you read - Nobody's dead now. 

sad but don't blame me - you guys asked for this. 

some of you even said to kill that poor soul in chapter 1 too. (heartless 

readers) 

With him gone from here now - I will just have to follow him to the other world 

so goodbye earth. 

So that means we'll leave all the questions and plots of earth, on earth. 

but still I thought I'll remind u all â˜ºğŸ˜Š just to torture you , hmmm to interest 

you and if you're people with brains - read your theories. 

What will Kevin do next- who knows? 

What was Kevin doing there - who knows? 

What's the story of Kevin's bracelet- who knows? 

When will Kevin get his harem- who knows? 

What will Ali do now that his bff got killed in front of his eyes- who knows? 

Will Ali vow for revenge - who knows? 

Will Ali & Aarvi ever get together - who knows? 

Will Aarvi join Kevin's harem too - again who knows? 

what's the big deal that's due for sky ultima next month - who knows? 

How will shiva's family react to his death - who knows? 

What was the accident that nobody always talked about - who knows??? 
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Was Shiva insane or was he seeing ghosts - who knows? ???? 

Who's nobody's Queency and where is she now- ? ?????? ? ? 

And why the hell did I write this story till chapter 13 if I wanted mc to just die 

and reincarnate in a different world - hahahaha who knows????? 

Will he ever come back to earth - who knows??? 

Was that truck , THE TRUCK-KUN ~who knows?? 

Where was the truck's driver - who knows? 

Was his death fate / heaven /destiny , or was it something else entirely 

different --- FOR THE LAST TIME , WHO THE HELL KNOWS??? ???? 

Now forget all that and on a serious note let me ask you guys this --- " 

NOBODY " has ordered many new packs of cigarettes for himself before -- So 

the delivery dude is asking me for the address -- Where should I send them. 

PS:- Are cigarettes allowed in the fantasy world of Arcadia or Do I have to 

send it from here??????????????? 

ğŸ˜ŒğŸ˜—ğŸ˜—ğŸ˜—ğŸ˜™â˜ºğŸ˜Š 

A/N :- 

Starting the main story from next chapter. So if you have any suggestions that 

you want in this story - you can tell me now. 

As we haven't started yet - maybe I'll make changes too if it's good 

Don't complain later that it isn't good or it should be like this or thatğŸ˜� 

 


